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Abstract—Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have trans-
formed our understanding of the nanoscale, driving breakthroughs
in materials science, computational chemistry, and several other
fields, including biophysics and drug design. Even on exascale
supercomputers, however, runtimes are excessive for systems
and timescales of scientific interest. Here, we demonstrate strong
scaling of MD simulations on the Cerebras Wafer-Scale Engine.
By dedicating a processor core for each simulated atom, we
demonstrate a 179-fold improvement in timesteps per second versus
the Frontier GPU-based Exascale platform, along with a large
improvement in timesteps per unit energy. Reducing every year of
runtime to two days unlocks currently inaccessible timescales of
slow microstructure transformation processes that are critical for
understanding material behavior and function.

Our dataflow algorithm runs Embedded Atom Method (EAM)
simulations at rates over 270,000 timesteps per second for prob-
lems with up to 800k atoms. This demonstrated performance is
unprecedented for general-purpose processing cores.

Index Terms—wafer-scale engine, molecular dynamics, materials,
EAM, strong scaling

I. OVERVIEW OF THE PROBLEM

In today’s massively parallel distributed memory systems,
the natural scaling path for physics simulations is weak scaling.
Weak scaling enables scientists to simulate increasingly large
systems, but it does nothing to address timescale limitations.
Timescale limitations are caused by a breakdown in strong
scaling due to latencies within the HPC system.

In conventional supercomputers, the gaps between compute
speed and inter-node communication bandwidth and latency are
huge and growing. To accommodate this, simulations frequently
pack ever-more work onto each node and then scale out simula-
tion size with node count. This is weaker than weak scaling, and
it makes for increasing runtime to cover an interesting simulation
timescale.

Classical molecular dynamics (MD) provides an important
bridge between the length and time scales of quantum electronic
methods and those of continuum mechanics methods (Fig. 1).
MD methods are particularly impacted by timescale limitations.
On one hand, they must resolve atomic vibrations with fem-
tosecond timestepping; on the other hand, a broad range of
important physical phenomena in materials science, physics,
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Comparison of maximum MD timescale achievable using 
Cerebras Wafer-Scale Engine (WSE, green) and Exascale 
GPU hardware (GPU, gray). The boxes represent typical 
achievable ranges of length and time using different 
materials simulation approaches: quantum electronic  
methods (QM, left inset), molecular dynamics (MD, right 
inset) and continuum mechanics (CM).  Green and gray 
stars reflect measured performance for 800,000 Ta atoms 
(Fig. 2), assuming 30 days of wall-clock time on WSE and 
GPU hardware, respectively, The nearly 180-fold increase in 
maximum achievable timescale for MD using WSE is 
transformative for a broad range of applications in materials 
science, chemistry, and physics.

Assumptions: 
256*261*6*2 = 801792 Ta atoms
Length scale = 250*0.3e-9 = 7.5e-8 m
Cerebras Timescale = 250000*2e-15*3600*24*30 = 0.0013 s
Frontier Timescale = Cerebras/179 = 7.2e-6 s
Maximum MD length: 
 10000*10000*6*2 = 1.2e9 Ta atoms
 10000*0.3e-9 = 3e-6 m
 Round up to 1e-5m

 

WSE

GPU

Fig. 1. Comparison of maximum MD timescale achievable using Cerebras
Wafer-Scale Engine (WSE, green) and Exascale GPU hardware (GPU, gray).
The boxes represent typical achievable ranges of length and time using different
materials simulation approaches: quantum electronic methods (QM, left box),
molecular dynamics (MD, middle box) and continuum mechanics (CM, right
box). Green and gray stars reflect measured performance for 800,000 Ta atoms
(see Fig. 7), assuming 30 days of wall-clock time on WSE and GPU hardware,
respectively. The nearly 180-fold increase in maximum achievable timescale for
MD using WSE is transformative for a broad range of applications in materials
science, chemistry, and physics.

and chemistry emerge only at much longer timescales, e.g., on
the order of 100 microseconds for annealing of radiation damage
in nuclear reactors, thermally activated catalytic reactions, phase
nucleation close to equilibrium, protein folding, etc.

Whereas weak scaling has enabled enormous billion-atom [1]
and twenty-trillion-atom [2] simulations as well as high-accuracy
simulations via methods with 10,000x higher computational
intensity than traditional models [3]–[5], even month-long
exascale runs can, at most, encompass just a few microseconds
of simulated time. Typical simulation rates saturate around
1,000 timesteps per wall-clock second or less. This limits the
sequential steps in a month-long MD simulation to no more than
the number of milliseconds in a month, about 3 billion. Only
improved strong scaling can enable simulation of the necessary
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Fig. 2. Two views of a grain boundary in tungsten (W). Atoms in the grain
boundary are shown in white. The other colors represent different crystal
orientations. Upper panel: the difference in crystal lattice orientation can be seen
above and below the grain boundary. Lower panel: Although more complex and
less clearly defined, there is also structure in the grain boundary.

timescales. Thus, we seek at least a hundredfold, and ultimately
a thousandfold, improvement in timesteps per second.

To break the MD timescale barrier, one needs a highly parallel
system with communication bandwidth comparable to compute
throughput, and communication latency comparable to core
clock frequency. This could allow extreme strong scaling to only
one atom per processor. The advent of wafer-scale computing,
in particular the Cerebras Wafer-Scale Engine (WSE), which
embeds nearly one million processors and a communication and
memory system with the desired performance on a single silicon
wafer, promises to support efficient strong scaling and a large
gain in timesteps per second for systems of interesting size.

Grain boundaries are regions where atomic crystal lattices of
different orientation meet. They are ubiquitous in any macro-
scopic piece of metal and have profound effects on material
characteristics, including strength, heat tolerance, and corrosion
resistance. Phase transformation and other atomic processes in
grain boundaries are very slow at most conditions, and scientific
understanding is severely limited by accessible simulation time
scales. In Tokamak fusion reactors technological progress is
limited by our understanding of grain-boundary evolution. There,
the vessel containing and facing the fusion plasma typically is
made of tungsten due to its high melting point. Unfortunately,
machinability and durability of tungsten are severely limited
by its brittleness, which relates to grain-boundary behavior [6].
For this reason, we choose reference simulations relevant to
elucidation of grain-boundary behavior.

Thin-slab structures efficiently model grain boundaries.
Atoms far from the interface region have perfect crystalline
organization, while atoms proximal to the grain boundary form
complex and slowly evolving structures (Fig. 2). Open (non-
periodic) boundary conditions allow atoms to migrate in and out
on the edges of the slab as driven by phase change processes in
the grain boundary [6], [7].

This paper reports on an effort to achieve orders-of-magnitude
acceleration of MD for physically relevant systems, thereby
dramatically expanding the timescale horizon amenable to direct
MD simulation. Key contributions include:

1) A method for efficiently strong scaling MD simulations
on the Cerebras Wafer-Scale Engine, thereby greatly extending

accessible MD timescales by over 100x,
2) A simple performance model which is nonetheless accu-

rate to within 3% of the achieved performance, and
3) Demonstrated simulations on 800,000 atom metallic crys-

tal lattices similar to that shown in Fig. 2 (but without defects)
running at 274,000 timesteps per second, corresponding to a
179-fold speedup over Frontier.

II. CURRENT STATE OF THE ART

A. Computational Molecular Dynamics

MD simulations model atoms as points that obey Newton’s
laws of motion. Trajectory integration divides force by mass to
get each atom’s acceleration a⃗(t). The laws of motion dictate
that the atom’s trajectory r⃗(t) satisfy the ordinary differential
equation

r⃗ ′′ = a⃗. (1)

A conservation law requires a force acting on the system
to be the negative gradient of an interatomic potential energy
that depends on the atoms’ positions. The choice of potential
is a modeling decision. For long timescale insight we seek a
potential that reproduces material behaviors while demanding
minimal computational intensity. This rules out strictly pairwise
potentials such as Lennard-Jones [8] because they are unable
to replicate basic crystal properties. The criteria also exclude
the more expensive potentials that incorporate quantum physics
training data through machine learning. Empirical many-body
potentials therefore offer a favorable speed/accuracy tradeoff for
long time-scale simulations.

The Embedded Atom Method (EAM) [9]–[12] is an empirical
many-body potential comprising pairwise interatomic compo-
nents and many-body electronic embedding components. In
many cases it reproduces structures found in real materials and/or
through accurate quantum-mechanical calculations.

EAM maintains a set of N atoms that contribute to an electron
density field ρ (⃗r). Each atom i exists at a point r⃗i and makes an
isotropic contribution ρi to density so that

ρ (⃗r) = ∑
i

ρi(∥⃗r− r⃗i∥). (2)

Each atom has an embedding energy Fi that depends non-linearly
on the electron density at its position. Every pair of atoms (i, j)
has an interaction potential φi j that depends on their Euclidean
distance ri j ≡ ∥⃗r j− r⃗i∥. The system’s potential energy is given
by

U = ∑
i ̸= j

1
2

φi j(ri j)+∑
i

Fi(ρ (⃗ri)). (3)

Note that the density, force, and potential functions ρi, Fi, and
φi j are atom-dependent, allowing for heterogeneous ensembles
of atoms. Our implementation allows them to be arbitrary
polynomial splines based on atom type.

Density ρi and interatomic potentials φi j decay rapidly. In
practice, they are made to vanish exactly beyond a threshold
interaction-cutoff radius rcut. In this way, the sums in (2) and (3)
are evaluated only for pairs of atoms located within a distance
rcut from each other.

The potential’s negative gradient,−∇U =−∂U/∂ r⃗i, provides
the force acting on the system. Isotropic potentials and densities
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cause force contributions to act radially in the direction r̄ ji ≡
(⃗ri− r⃗ j)r−1

ji :

∇U ≡ ∂U
∂ r⃗i

= ∑
j ̸=i

ri j<rcut

[
F ′i (ρ (⃗ri))ρ

′
j(ri j)+

F ′j (ρ (⃗r j))ρ
′
i (r ji)+φ

′
i j(ri j)

]
r̄ ji.

(4)

We use the Verlet leap-frog scheme to convert acceleration
into discrete-time velocity v⃗ (t) and position r⃗ (t) along a dynam-
ical trajectory. Leap-frog integration approximates position at
each timestep and velocity at the mid-points between timesteps:

v⃗ (k+ 1
2 ) = v⃗ (k− 1

2 ) + a⃗ (k)
∆t,

r⃗ (k+1) = r⃗ (k)+ v⃗ (k+ 1
2 )∆t.

(5)

This results in a second-order explicit method for the equations
of motion; the method preserves net momentum and angular
momentum and is time-reversible and symplectic. Symplecticity
means that the integration recovers the dynamics of some
Hamiltonian that approximates the exact Hamiltonian of the
atom system. This makes the simulation physically meaningful
even over very long simulation times.

B. Quantitative Performance

Achieving direct long-timescale simulations is one of the most
pressing challenges facing the materials-modeling community,
and for systems as large as those we consider (on the order of
a million atoms) it is largely out of reach today because of the
difficulty of strong scaling.

Even for the computationally lightweight Lennard-Jones (LJ)
potential [8] and a very small system size of only 1k atoms
(mimicking the strong scaling limit) on an NVIDIA V100
GPU, the max timestepping rate of the LAMMPS production
code was reported at less than 10k timesteps/s [13]. This is
due to kernel-launch overhead, although recent kernel-fusion
work sped up this case by ∼20% [14]. Strong-scaling to
multiple GPUs adds even more kernel launches as well as MPI
communication overhead. The situation on a dual-socket Intel
Skylake CPU (using 36 MPI ranks) is slightly better, achieving
∼25k timesteps/s for the 1k atom LJ system [13]. It is very likely
that MPI communication cost dominates for this small system
size, limiting the timestepping rate on the CPU.

When the goal is simulation of O(10−4) seconds of real
time at a timestep on the order of a few femtoseconds, the
needed O(1011) timesteps can be accomplished in the roughly
105 seconds in a day only with million-timestep-per-second
performance. Thus for this situation, neither CPU- or GPU-based
systems can get close to the required simulation rate, regardless
of the node count of the machine.

There are alternatives to strong scaling MD simulations;
methods such as parallel replica dynamics [15] can provide
long-timescale simulations. However, these methods apply only
to specific classes of systems and certain conditions.

Specialized rather than general-purpose hardware is another
possibility. The bio-science community has pursued such ma-
chines, for instance MDGRAPE [16] and Anton [17]. Anton-3
is a 512-node fixed-point computer using various custom-width

integer representations in its hardened datapaths. Anton-3’s
maximum reported timestepping rate is 9.8×105 timesteps/s for
24k atoms and 7.7×105 timesteps/s for 328k atoms. To the best
of our knowledge, Anton-3 is intended for modeling systems of
biological interest and has not been used for material science.

We note that MD codes commonly compute forces using
FP32 (single precision) to improve performance but may use
FP64 (double precision) for other operations such as trajectory
integration because this minimizes accumulated error over many
timesteps [13], [18], [19].

III. INNOVATIONS REALIZED

A. Locality-preserving Atom Mapping

In this work, we develop an EAM-based MD algorithm for
mesh-connected architectures that integrate independent cores
on a 2D Cartesian grid. We then implement the algorithm on the
Cerebras Wafer-Scale Engine (WSE) platform (Sec. IV-A).

In our test case examples, the number of cores is slightly
larger than the number of atoms. We therefore map atoms to
cores so that the mapping is one-to-one. Let g(i) be the core to
which atom i is mapped. Thus, each core within the processor
acts as a worker responsible for a single atom. It maintains the
atom’s identity i, position r⃗i, and velocity v⃗i. It also stores local
copies of interpolation tables for ρi, Fi, and φi j.

At each timestep, workers must exchange the positions and
velocities of interacting atoms. We choose mappings of atoms
to cores such that interacting atoms are mapped to close mesh
neighbors. To do so, we identify the array of cores with the
base of the simulation domain so that each core c has a nominal
(x,y) coordinate, which we denote P(c). In this way, each core
is associated with the column of space above it. A projection
P flattens the simulation domain onto its x-y plane (zeroing
the atoms’ z-coordinate). The assignment cost C(g) of an
assignment g of atoms to cores is the worst-case coordinate
displacement between P(⃗ri) and P(g(i)). The cutoff threshold
rcut and assignment cost determine the fabric distance separating
the worker cores of interacting atoms, which is bound by
2C(g)+ rcut.

We accomplish data exchange for interacting atoms by
exchanging atom data between all cores whose max norm
distance is less than a core-independent value b. Thus, at runtime
we set b so that every (2b+ 1)-wide square neighborhood of
fabric contains all interactions for the atom at the neighborhood’s
center.

From the viewpoint of a generic core c = g(i), which is the
worker integrating the motion of atom i, a timestep proceeds as
follows:

1) Candidate exchange. Core c multicasts its atom’s identity
and position to its square of neighboring cores (in the box of
extent 2b+1) and receives the corresponding information from
these neighbors. (Sec. III-B).

2) Neighbor list. With all potentially close atoms j in
memory, c computes r2

i j (no need to take the square root) and
discards atoms that lie beyond the cutoff using r2

cut (Sec. III-C).
3) Embedding calculation and exchange. c uses the neigh-

bor atoms within rcut to compute its embedding energy Fi.
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Fig. 3. Example of the candidate exchange for a 5×5 neighborhood, i.e. b = 2. (a) Overlapping neighborhoods of two distinct atoms. All atoms within the red and
blue atoms’ interaction thresholds are contained within the red and blue outlined regions, respectively. (b) Horizontal stage of neighborhood multicast (c) Vertical
stage of neighborhood multicast (d) First positive-horizontal-multicast transmission. Red head tiles multicast atom data to right two tiles (e) Second multicast
transmission. The roles of tiles in the multicast domain have shifted one tile to the right. (f) Last multicast transmission. After this, all tiles in the fabric have
transmitted their atom two hops to the right. Leftward transmission (not depicted) occurs concurrently.

This energy is also communicated with neighbors because it
contributes to force observed by other atoms. (Sec. III-B).

4) Force calculation and integration. Now c has all terms
for evaluating ∂U/∂ r⃗i. It calculates the acceleration at timestep
k, updates its atom’s velocity (at timestep k+1/2), then updates
its position ri (at timestep k+1) according to the Verlet leap-frog
scheme.

5) Atom swap. To maintain interaction locality in the pres-
ence of moving atoms, cores may swap atoms with a neighbor
(Sec. III-D).

B. Neighborhood Exchange

Interacting atoms share tiny amounts of information with each
other at two parts of the timestep. At the start of the timestep,
atoms exchange positions consisting of three scalar coordinates
(12 bytes); later in the timestep they exchange scalar embedding
energies (4 bytes).

Every core has a unique neighborhood (Fig. 3a) that partially
overlaps to varying extents with other neighborhoods. The
locality-preserving mapping of atoms to cores ensures that the
neighborhoods of the worker cores of interacting atoms always
overlap.

Therefore, in the algorithm’s first step, workers in every
neighborhood participate in an all-to-all exchange of their atom
data. Because the traffic from different cores can share mesh
links, the messages must interleave with each other as they
are disseminated through their overlapping multicast domains.
This subsection details the novel communication pattern that
orchestrates this.

Workers communicate concurrently using multicast messages
to avoid redundant fabric traffic. This communication pattern
uses consecutive horizontal (Fig. 3b) and vertical (Fig. 3c) stages.
In the horizontal stage, information about one atom propagates
a distance b to the right and left; in the vertical stage, the
accumulated data from 2b+1 atoms propagates up and down a
distance b.

When b > 1, the data from multiple sources must use the
same mesh links. To prevent link contention, we orchestrate the
transmit and receive roles of the stage into b+1 short phases, in
each of which a subset of the cores sends, so as not to compete
for the use of the mesh links. To do this, our implementation
configures the routers and cores to use a novel systolic marching
multicast communication scheme. It partitions the worker grid
into non-overlapping vertical strips of size (b+1)×ny, where

nx and ny denote the dimensions of the wafer’s mesh. In each
of b+ 1 phases, one of the cores in each row of every strip
multicasts, and all of these do so in parallel (Fig. 3d-f). The first
transfer multicasts from the first column of each strip across its
width. Each subsequent transfer does the same with the multicast
domain shifted one tile to the right, until all columns in the strip
are visited. The transfers are staged in this way so that they do
not conflict for communication-mesh links.

Two virtual channels are used in the horizontal stage; two
others are used in the vertical stage. A distinct virtual channel is
used for positive- and a second for negative-axis directed traffic.
Each core runs four parallel threads. On each virtual channel
there is one send and one receive thread. The threads progress in
parallel, with hardware tracking the state, sending data whenever
the outgoing link becomes available, and receiving and storing
incoming data when it arrives.

Each thread’s send or receive is programmed with a single
vector move instruction. When sending, a memory vector is
sent to a “fabric” vector. When receiving, the direction is
from a fabric vector to a memory buffer. Each transmit thread
follows the move with an additional instruction to transmit a
command wavelet (a single-word fabric message) on the channel,
indicating to the fabric routers the completion of the current
vector transmissions, which on arrival at a router triggers a
change of the router state for the next phase of the stage.

The router alternates between three states during the systolic
pipeline (Fig. 4a). A router accepts data from its local core
only when it is in the head state. The next b−1 tiles are in the
body state. They receive data from upstream and multicast it to
both their local core and downstream. The tail state is the last
tile in the head’s multicast neighborhood; it forwards incoming
messages to its local core.

Each router uses pre-configured rules for head, body, and
tail states. When the head completes its transmission, it sends a
command to the routing plane that causes the head to proceed
to the tail state; the next tile in line to proceed to the head state;
and the tail to proceed to the body state. Hardware constraints
disallow simultaneously changing a router’s input and output, so
the actual router state machine uses four states (Fig. 4b). Control
wavelets contain lists of router commands. Based on their
configuration, routers can react to the first command in the list
and/or pop the first command from the list before forwarding to
downstream routers. The marching multicast command wavelets
instruct tiles to “advance” to the next state or to “reset” to body
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parallel {
serial {

lr[]← atom;
lr[]← {(ADV, ADV, RST), (ADV)};

}
serial {

rl[]← atom;
rl[]← {(ADV, ADV, RST), (ADV)};

}
∀j ∈ [0,b+1) row[j]← lr[];
∀j ∈ [0,b+1) row[j+b]← rl[];

}

(c)

Fig. 4. (a) Systolic routing pipeline diagram for the marching multicast, with b = 3. (b) Router state machine for marching multicast. (c) Tungsten code for
neighborhood communication’s horizontal stage. The vertical stage differs only in its transfer size.

state. The body tiles are configured to pop “advance” commands
so that only the first body tile in the chain reacts to the head’s
“advance” command.

Fig. 4c presents the code for the horizontal stage. It is written
in a WSE-domain-specific language that, coincidentally, is
named Tungsten.

C. Neighbor list

The atoms received during candidate exchange are a superset
of the atoms that workers interact with. In the neighbor-list
step, workers compute the squared distance between their atom
and every candidate atom. They build a neighbor list of atoms
that are within the cutoff range. The candidate atoms arrive in a
deterministic order, so the neighbor list is trivially a list of ordinal
numbers of admitted candidates. The workers immediately use
the neighbor list to gather candidates into contiguous memory.
This facilitates vectorized operations in subsequent steps.

D. Atom Swap

An occasional greedy remapping counteracts the effect of
atom motion. The procedure uses two neighborhood exchanges.
First, cores exchange atom state and calculate the change in as-
signment cost for all swaps they could participate in. Then, cores
exchange the identifier of their best swap partner. When a core
detects a mutual agreement of swap preference, it overwrites its
local atom state. Empty tiles are allowed (represented as atoms
at infinity) to facilitate freedom of reassignment.

E. Periodic Boundary Conditions (PBC)

The mapping naturally maintains locality for z-direction
periodicity. Periodicity in x or y requires care to avoid long-
distance communication. The approach is to split the coordinate
circle of a periodic dimension in two parts and collapse it to a
line (Fig. 5). Atoms from the two sides of the circle interleave
on the wafer, keeping interacting atoms near each other.

Consequently, communicating workers are two hops away
instead of one hop in the non-periodic case. While expanded
neighborhoods increase the on-chip data transfers, bandwidth is
not our limiting resource (Sec. V-F).

Fig. 5. Periodic space to a line segment.

IV. HOW PERFORMANCE WAS MEASURED

A. Wafer-Scale Engine

We measure performance of our algorithm on the Cerebras
Wafer-Scale Engine (WSE) platform. WSEs are monolithic
processors constructed as the largest square possible within a
(circular) 300 mm silicon wafer. These 46,225 mm2 chips are
the world’s largest and, in terms of peak performance, also the
most powerful. We describe aspects of the processor relevant to
this work and refer readers to [20], [21] for additional details.

The WSE comprises a Cartesian grid of tiles (Fig. 6), each
with a general-purpose processor core, dataflow fabric router,
and primary memory. The WSE-2 processor has 850,000 cores
in a ∼920×920 array and draws 23 kW of power. Tiles are
mesh-connected to their four nearest neighbor tiles on the wafer.
A single configurable oscillator synchronously clocks the entire
array. Hardware mechanisms transparently correct fabrication
defects so that the design maintains uniform topology, uniform
bandwidth, and guaranteed latency throughout the processor.

The WSE-2 provides a total of 40 GB of single-cycle latency,
on-chip SRAM. This is distributed across tiles (48 kB apiece)
and the local memory is the only tile-accessible memory. There
is no cache hierarchy. Local memory is physically addressed.
The cumulative memory bandwidth is 20 PB/s. At the tile
level, memory bandwidth matches datapath bandwidth, so that
binary operations do not encounter a memory wall: they can
sustain two operand reads for every result written. Each 64-bit
wide datapath can perform four 16-bit operations or two 32-bit
operations every cycle from non-contiguous memory locations.
Tiles communicate using single-word messages (or vectors of
these) over the dataflow fabric. Bandwidth is one message per
cycle independent of the vector length. Message send and receive
are expressed in the instruction set of the tile’s processor, with
routing, queuing, and flow control done in hardware and with no
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Fig. 6. Wafer-scale engine as a fabric of tiles. Each tile has its own general
purpose core, 48 kB of SRAM, and a router connecting it to its four neighbors.

message passing software layer. The upshot is extremely high
communication bandwidth and extremely low communication
latency.

The fabric routers allow the exchange of up to ten 32-bit
messages on every cycle: one in each direction to the local core
and to all four neighboring routers. All physical channels support
24 virtual channels, each having a dedicated routing table and
link level buffers. In aggregate, the fabric delivers 20 PB/s of
interconnection bandwidth. The latency between neighboring
routers is one cycle. Generally, confining application commu-
nication to localized regions of fabric increases performance.
Nevertheless, global exchanges on the wafer are still relatively
fast, with edge-to-edge latency of around a microsecond.

Each core acts independently and executes its own code. Cores
support nine concurrent threads. All datapath instructions may
operate on registers and dataflow streams. Streams provide data
from memory, fabric, and inter-thread memory-backed FIFOs.
Stream-descriptor registers offload loop-related overheads and
set the stream length, access patterns, and termination condi-
tions associated with the data flows. Hardware handles thread
scheduling on a cycle-by-cycle basis. This enables task-driven
asynchronous execution in the form of fine-grained processing
initiated by data arrival. This asynchronous data flow inherently
pipelines execution across tiles to mask latency and overlap
communication with computation.

The design of the WSE removes the need and the associated
overhead of an operating system and a message-passing library
like MPI [22]. The architectural elements open opportunities for
novel algorithms and methods to speed up scientific calculations.
While this requires a degree of reimagining application-to-
hardware mappings, it can deliver significant performance
payoffs. Indeed, previous studies [20], [23], [24] demonstrate
that the WSE is capable of delivering orders of magnitude higher
performance than conventional systems for scientific workloads.

B. Test Conditions

We implemented the algorithm in the Tungsten program-
ming language. The language features a concise mathematical
representation for core logic and task paralellism. A minimal
version of the code (excluding debugging harness and atom re-
assignment) is only 200 lines of code. Although the compiled
high level code runs with high performance, we continued opti-
mization with manual revisions to the assembly code produced
as compiler output.

We ran three types of simulations to assess performance and
breadth of applicability for the algorithm:

1) Simulation domains appropriate for grain boundary prob-
lems (Table I, Fig. 7). They use thin slab geometries ∼ (60nm×
60nm× 2nm) with open boundaries. Simulations use a single
atom type (copper, tungsten, and tantalum) at room temperature
for uniform crystal lattices. Each configuration was equilibrated
in LAMMPS for 20k timesteps with a 2 fs timestep at 290 K
before benchmarking. Our benchmark simulations have 800k
atoms, using 94% of the CS-2’s cores. With over 10 atomic
layers in thickness and hundreds in width, this size is relevant for
grain boundary simulations, allowing observation of nucleation
and evolution of multi-phase grain boundaries, and is big enough
to directly compare to electron microscopy imaging [25].

2) Performance measurements under highly controlled condi-
tions (Table II). Here, we run a parameter sweep of configura-
tions, varying the independent variables, ncandidate and ninteraction.
For these runs, the atoms’ initial conditions are a regular 2D grid
configuration. A neighborhood-size parameter determines the
candidate count. The interaction cutoff threshold controls the
number of interactions. Atoms hold their position throughout
performance measurement because the time-stepping constant is
zero. At the end of every timestep, the cores record a hardware
clock cycle counter in a scratch memory buffer. We also conduct
measurements over million-timestep intervals to verify that
performance remains stable.

3) Simulations of grain boundaries, where distinct lattice
organizations meet. Because atoms migrate due to structural
dynamics of the grain boundary, we verify that online atom
reassignment maintains low assignment costs.

We collected reference performance data for GPU and CPU
multi-node systems using the EAM implementation in the pro-
duction LAMMPS code [13]. Short LAMMPS simulations were
run for three different realistic metallic crystals (Table I). GPU
performance was measured on OLCF’s Frontier supercomputer.
Frontier is currently the fastest supercomputer in the world and
the first Exascale supercomputer, achieving 1.1 FP64 exaFLOPS
with the LINPACK benchmark [26]. Each Frontier node consists
of 8 AMD Instinct MI250X GPU compute dies (GCDs) attached
to an AMD Optimized 3rd Generation EPYC 64C 2GHz CPU. A
total of 9,408 nodes are connected together by HPE’s Slingshot-
11 network. CPU performance was measured on LLNL’s Quartz
cluster, which has 2.1 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2695 v4 (“Broadwell”)
CPUs connected by an Omni-Path network [27].

Performance is measured in timesteps per second (higher is
better). WSE simulations measure performance running 8000
timesteps and counting the number of clock cycles. LAMMPS
uses its internal timers output as “Loop time” in the LAMMPS
log file. In all cases, this includes only time spent in the
MD Verlet loop, and does not include initialization, setup, or
finalization time, in order to calculate an accurate time-stepping
rate independent of the number of timesteps run. However,
initialization and finalization take less than 2 minutes for all the
simulations run, which would give negligible (< 0.2%) overhead
for a typical 24-hour production run.

The KOKKOS package in LAMMPS, which implements per-
formance portability abstractions from the Kokkos library [31]
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Fig. 7. Measured performance and energy efficiency of single WSE compared to multi-node GPU and CPU systems for Ta, Cu, and W EAM benchmark simulations
with 801,792 atoms. (a) For Ta, WSE (green square) achieved 179x and 55x speedup compared to the maximum simulation rates on GPU (blue squares) and CPU
(orange squares) systems, respectively; (b) WSE also demonstrated one to two orders of magnitude improvement in energy efficiency over both CPU and GPU
systems; (c) Relative energy efficiency and performance of CPU and GPU systems compared to WSE, showing Pareto front dominance of WSE on both metrics.

Table I. Results for 800,000 atom models: Predicted and measured performance (timesteps per second) on the WSE compared with Frontier(GPU) and Quartz(CPU)

Element Replication Atoms Interactions/ Predicted Measured Prediction Frontier Quartz WSE vs. WSE vs.
Candidates (WSE) (WSE) (error) (GPU) (CPU) Frontier Quartz

Copper (Cu) [28] 174×192×6 801,792 42/ 224 104,895 106,313 1.3% 973 3,120 109x 34x
Tungsten (W) [29] 256×261×6 801,792 59/ 224 93,048 96,140 3.2% 998 3,633 96x 26x
Tantalum (Ta) [30] 256×261×6 801,792 14/ 80 270,097 274,016 1.4% 1,530 4,938 179x 55x

was used to run on the AMD GPUs using the HIP backend.
GPU-aware MPI was used for multi-GPU runs on Frontier.
LAMMPS simulations used FP64 (double) precision while the
WSE implementation used FP32 (single) precision.

V. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

A. Time to Solution and Strong Scaling

To demonstrate strong scaling, we ran identical simulations of
three metallic crystals on three different platforms. Fig. 7a shows
the achieved timesteps per second (and therefore the achievable
simulated timescale per day). Several important facts emerge
immediately:

1) GPUs scale poorly for systems of this size. For one
Frontier node having eight GCDs, the performance limit has
been achieved; evidently on the order of 100,000 atoms per GPU
is the limit to strong scaling. This is likely due to overheads for
kernel launch, and other factors that force coarse parallelism
granularity.

2) CPUs (Quartz system data) are amenable to scaling and
finer parallel grain. However, the scaling stalls at 400 dual-socket
nodes, so 1000 atoms per CPU socket seems to be the limit. MPI
communication costs are likely the limiter for this case.

3) The picture is far more optimistic with wafer-scale systems
which can strong scale to single atom per core grain, have small
overheads, and have the communication capacity to tolerate this
small parallel granularity.

The tantalum simulation with 801,792 atoms on WSE runs
179x faster than LAMMPS on Frontier and 55x faster than
LAMMPS on Quartz (Fig. 7a, Table I). This unprecedented

speedup compared to the simulations on traditional platforms
establishes the advantage of this work. Simulations of copper
(109x speedup over GPU, 34x over CPU) and tungsten (96x,
26x) systems also validate the advantage with a 26x to 109x
speedup over Frontier and Quartz, demonstrating generality.
The WSE also achieves one to two orders of magnitude better
energy efficiency than Quartz and Frontier (Fig. 7b). At the
limit of their strong scaling regimes, LAMMPS on Frontier and
Quartz is highly energy inefficient, as reflected by achieving
fewer timesteps per Joule as it achieves more timesteps per
second. As we add more nodes to the simulation, both timesteps
per second and timesteps per Joule decrease (some data not
plotted). Because the different metal systems impose different
amounts of work, we normalized all WSE results to 1 and plot
the WSE’s energy and power advantage versus Frontier and
Quartz (Fig. 7c).

It is notable here that CPUs (Quartz) are more effective than
GPUs (Frontier), and that the GPU granularity cannot be less
than about 400,000 atoms per node without disastrous loss of
efficiency. We attribute this to significant overheads, including
the large kernel launch latency on the GPU. In comparison with
Frontier node having 8 GCDs, the WSE achieves roughly 30-
fold more timesteps per Joule, and that advantage grows as
more GPU nodes are used, at ever larger power but with little
improvement in performance. Indeed, the data show the best
GPU energy efficiency when using only one of the eight GCDs
on a single Frontier node.
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Table II. Linear regression of time per timestep

Per candidate (A) Per interaction (B) Fixed (C)

26.6 ns 71.4 ns 574.0 ns
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Fig. 8. Perfect weak scaling results (within 1%) across 3 orders of magnitude of
core counts on a single WSE system.

B. Performance Analysis

Theoretically, the algorithm’s wall-clock run time twall for
a simulated timestep depends on the number of candidates
(ncandidate) and actual (ninteraction) interactions per atom. To a
much lesser extent, it also depends on the square root of the
candidate count due to the construction of the neighborhood
multicast. We test this empirically by fitting a linear model to a
controlled sweep of performance measurements:

twall = A×ncandidate +B×ninteraction +C (6)

Table II accurately accounts for observed timestep time, with
r2 = 0.9998. Cycle counts on the platform are remarkably
stable. On a per-tile basis, the standard deviation of timestep
time is 0.11% (3,477± 3.77 cycles). However, the tiles are
locally synchronized with each neighborhood exchange region.
When we first average the timestep times across the entire
array, and then measure standard deviation it becomes 91 ppm
(3,477±0.316 cycles).

The simple linear model also correctly matches performance
of the true crystal simulations. In this case, the true crystal runs
achieve about 1–3% higher performance than expected. This may
be due to atom motion transiently causing few than expected
interactions for some atoms on some timesteps.

C. Weak Scaling

Figure 8 reports weak-scaling results across three orders-of-
magnitude core counts on the WSE. The weak-scaling tests
simultaneously increase the problem size and the number of
WSE cores, always distributing one atom per core. This delivers
perfect weak scaling on the wafer (to within 1%) as core
recruitment scales by three orders of magnitude. Though not
done in this work, distributing multiple atoms per core could
further increase the problem size when all cores of the wafer are
engaged [32], [33].

D. Peak Performance

We analyze utilization as the ratio of algorithm-specified
FLOPS to theoretical peak platform FLOPS. Because MD

Table III. FLOP count for all adds, muls, and other (e.g., conversion) steps. We
convert to theoretical at-peak run time (based on processor clock) and compare

with measured time to determine utilization of each algorithm component.

Term + × ∼ Note
r⃗i j ← r⃗ j− r⃗i 3 Relative displacement
r2

i j ← r⃗i j · r⃗i j 2 3 Squared distance
r2

i j < r2
cut 1 Threshold check

Per Candidate Subtotal 6 3 5.3 ns / 26.6 ns = 20%
ri j
−1← (ri j

2)−1/2 3 8 1 Newton-Raphson
ri j ← ri j

2ri j
−1 1 Euclidean distance

k,∆x← segment(ri j) 1 1 2 Spline segment
∑ j ρ[k](∆x) 3 2 Density evaluation
ρ ′[k](∆x),φ ′[k](∆x) 2 2 Linear splines
∑ j((F ′i +F ′j )ρ

′(·)+φ ′(·))r−1
i j r⃗i j 5 5 Force evaluation

Per Interaction Subtotal 14 19 3 21.2ns / 71.4ns = 30%
k,∆(x)← segment(ρi) 1 1 2 Spline segment
F ′i [k](∆x) 1 1 Embedding component∫

v⃗i,
∫

r⃗i 6 Verlet integration
Fixed Subtotal 8 2 2 7.1ns / 574ns = 1%

Table IV. Utilization (Fraction of Peak) for three different architectures.

Machine Chips Peak Cu W Ta
PFLOP/s Utilization (%)

CS-2 1 WSE 1.45 22. 23. 20.
Frontier 32 GCD 0.77 0.4 0.4 0.2
Quartz 800 CPU 0.50 1.9 2.5 1.0

includes diverse operations including spline lookups and el-
ementary functions, Table III shows our full accounting. We
perform FLOP accounting in the basis (ninteraction,ncandidate,1)
to obtain utilization for the three metallic crystals we simulated
(Table IV). We credit Frontier and Quartz runs with the same
FLOP model even though this is slightly generous because
LAMMPS foregoes most candidate processing by reusing
neighbor lists across timesteps. Application initialization and
finalization occurs in less than two minutes for all systems; for
a typical 24 hour run this would deduct a negligible (less than
quarter percent) utilization factor.

E. Grain Boundary Problem

The grain boundary problem has the same characteristics
as the thin slab geometries except it requires an occasional
additional step to reassign the atom-to-core mapping as the
atoms diffuse over time. We perform atom swaps (Sec. III-D) at
regular intervals to maintain an efficient atoms-to-core mapping.
For the grain boundary problem (Fig. 2) we explored the effect
of the atom swap interval. The black line in Fig. 9 shows the max
norm of the x and y displacements over time. This time evolution
will be roughly similar regardless of the time starting point. The
colored lines show the atom-to-core assignment cost evolution,
starting from a sub-optimal initial mapping. The different colors
represent swap intervals from 1 to 250 timesteps. After an initial
transient the atom swaps maintain the neighborhood exchange
distance to within 3Å plus the EAM cutoff distance, for swap
intervals of 100 timesteps or less. As a comparison, our best
off-line attempt at optimizing of the assignment cost yielded
2.1Å plus the EAM cutoff. We used 62,500 cores for 61,600
atoms, and left 900 empty. A swap takes roughly the same time
as a timestep. Fig. 9 suggests that swapping atoms every 10–100
steps is sufficient for maintaining low assignment cost with only
modest additional overhead.
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Fig. 9. Atom motion and assignment cost. (black) Largest max-norm of any
atom displacement in the X-Y plane, as a function of time. Linear motion of
atoms (max norm) over time. (colored lines) Assignment cost over time, as
a function of how often swaps are attempted. The legend lists the delay in
timesteps between swap attempts.

F. Fabric Load with Periodic Boundaries

To demonstrate completeness, we also evaluate periodic
boundary conditions. Periodic boundary conditions double the
fabric data transfer amounts during neighborhood multicast,
because logical core neighbors are two hops away (Fig. 5,
Sec. III-E).

The fabric routers can route data simultaneously in both
directions while also delivering data to the core. This means the
lateral transfer bandwidth can cover the extra load imposed by
PBCs without slowdown. We measured the performance of the
position exchange with and without PBCs, and verified that they
indeed take the same amount of time. However periodicity is not
free; there is still a computational cost to do modular arithmetic
in the distance calculation. A production implementation of the
algorithm could avoid the modular arithmetic by intercepting
traffic crossing a boundary and offsetting the coordinate by the
domain width.

G. Methodology for High Performance

Achieving high performance code began with developing an
architecture-specific performance model that accounts cycles in
each phase of the computation. We used this model to assess the
implications of various design choices during the mapping stage.
After we arrived at a general architectural direction, this model
became more detailed to explore the implications of specific
code paths and execution strategies.

Our first functioning EAM code was 5.6x slower than the
performance model prediction. We used the linear regression
methodology (Sec. V) to assess every algorithmic step. This
provided a map of where to find and fix performance gaps.
Fig. 10 shows measured performance after each code change.

The first group of changes were made in the high-level,
domain-specific language called Tungsten. Optimizations at
this level include loop vectorization, eliminating support for
unused features, interleaving some terms in memory layout,
and minimizing use of conditional logic. This brought the
implementation within 2x of the goal to match the performance
model. The remaining optimizations were done by manually
editing the compiler’s assembly output. This includes instruction
reordering to avoid pipeline stalls, reusing stream descriptors,
shifting array offsets to avoid bank conflicts, and leveraging
hardware offloads in cases the compiler missed.
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Fig. 10. Performance of material simulations across code changes, showing
extensive optimization effort.

Table V. Projected Performance Gains from Future Optimizations

Description Mcast Miss Interaction Fixed Ta W Cu
nanoseconds (% scale) 1,000 timestep/s

Baseline 6 21 92 574 270 130 150
Fixed cost 6 21 92 287(50%)290 130 160
Neighbor list 6 2.1(10%) 92 287 460 140 180
Symmetry 6 2.1 46(50%) 287 650 230 270
Parallel 3(50%) 1.0(50%) 23(50%) 287 1,100 430 510

VI. IMPLICATIONS

A. Additional Acceleration

The paradigm we developed offers possibilities to accelerate
MD beyond 1M timestep/s. Starting with the baseline perfor-
mance model (Table II), we attribute 6 ns per candidate for
neighborhood multicast and re-express the model in a new basis
(Table V). We conservatively project performance boost of four
independent optimizations:

1) Reduce fixed cost. In Section V-G we described targeted
optimizations to reduce the per candidate and per timestep costs.
These resulted in 5x cost improvements. Minimal effort was
focused on reducing the fixed costs. It is safe to assume another
2x speedup can be achieved for the fixed cost component.

2) Neighbor List. Other MD implementations reuse their
neighbor lists (Section IV) for tens of timesteps. In current runs
almost half of runtime is spent processing rejected candidates.
We conservatively model that the neighbor list can be re-
examined every tenth timestep.

3) Force Symmetry. We can calculate (·)i j-terms when i < j
and send results from i to j. Cropping neighborhood multicast
to the right sub-neighborhood accomplishes the restriction.
Bandwidth considerations make it impractical to unicast back
to the originating worker. Instead, a neighborhood reduction
operates as the reverse of neighborhood multicast. The reverse
step of multicast forwarding is naturally a 2:1 sum reduction
performed directly at the branch. The reduction retains the
multicast’s systolic dataflow properties.

4) Multi-core workers. Several strategies are available for
spreading a worker’s workload over multiple cores. One strategy
is to use separate cores to compute the φ and ρ force components.
Another strategy is to load balance interactions among cores,
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Table VI. Modeled multi-wafer performance as a function of the ghost region size. Between 92% and 99% of the single-wafer performance is preserved.

Element X Z Natom
rcut

rlattice
twall (µs) Low Utilization (Ninterior/Natom = 20%) High Utilization (Ninterior/Natom = 80%)

λ k Timesteps/s Performance λ k Timesteps/s Performance

Cu 283 10 800,890 1.94 9.41 78 20 105,152 99% 15 3 99,239 93%
W 317 8 803,912 2.02 10.4 88 21 95,281 99% 17 4 91,743 95%
Ta 317 8 803,912 1.39 3.65 88 31 269,214 98% 17 6 251,046 92%

e.g., by alternating assignment of even versus odd incoming
atoms among a pair of cores. We conservatively assume that
with 4-core parallelization a 2x cost reduction is possible on
multicast, reject, and interaction processing.

As shown in Table V, with all of these optimizations combined
we conservatively project performance in excess of one million
timesteps for the tantalum benchmark.

B. Molecular Dynamics
Traditional exascale architectures do not offer a clear path to

∼100 microseconds and millisecond atomistic MD simulations
of materials and chemical systems. Achieving these extended
timescales will be transformational for many areas of scientific
research including designing materials for nuclear energy,
thermally activated catalytic reactions, phase nucleation close
to equilibrium, and protein folding. In particular, the future
of high-intensity decarbonized energy generation technologies
like nuclear fusion require materials science advances that
will be driven by MD simulations at the unprecedented ∼100
microsecond timescale achieved here.

Our work demonstrates that novel wafer-scale computer
architectures can achieve a major increase in the maximum
simulation rate of complex atomistic systems. This opens
opportunities to greatly accelerate the rate of scientific discovery
in many different areas, particularly the design of new materials
with enhanced performance characteristics that are needed to
address global societal challenges such as climate change. The
mapping of the EAM interatomic potential to the WSE can
be readily adopted for other MD potentials, including both
empirical potentials [8], [34], [35], as well as high accuracy
machine-learning potentials [1], [3], [4]. We anticipate the next
generations of wafer-scale technology will continue this trend
of breaking through the long-standing timescale barrier.

C. Weak Scaling to Many Wafers
To weak scale the dataflow EAM MD algorithm to many

WSE nodes, we can distribute non-overlapping subdomains to
individual nodes. Each node holds unique interior atoms and
aliased ghost atoms. The ghosts exist in an expansion of a node’s
subdomain by λ lattice units beyond its boundary.

A simple multi-node execution model shows the feasibility
of weak scaling. Let each node have Natom = Ninterior +Nghost
atoms. At the start of a time period all Natom are valid. Each
simulation timestep invalidates the outermost 2rcut-wide strip of
ghosts. Therefore, the node may run k = λ rlattice/2rcut timesteps.
After this, it must receive 192-bits per ghost of refreshed position
and velocity information.

Transmission time to update ghost atoms depends on the
bandwidth ω and inter-node latency τ . Current generation WSE
achieve ω = 1.2Tb/s; exascale interconnects achieve τ = 2µs.

For a thin slab subdomain with Ninterior = (X2×Z), Natom =
(X + 2λ )2 Z, the time to compute a period of k timesteps is
tperiod = ktwall + τ +192Nghost/ω .

Useful scaling typically occurs when Ninterior is between 20%
and 80% of the total number of atoms in a node. Greater ghost
counts achieve higher timestep/s by amortizing away transmis-
sion latency; this comes at the cost of smaller subdomains.

Table VI shows the modeled performance of the multi-wafer
mapping. More than 92% of the single-wafer performance in
Table I is preserved. Increasing the size of the ghost region fur-
ther improves the performance at the cost of hurting utilization.
With this model, we estimate the already deployed 64-node WSE
clusters could simulate tantalum systems of over 10 or 40 million
atoms at 269k or 251k timesteps/s, respectively.

D. High-performance Computing

GPU-accelerated supercomputer architectures excel at prob-
lems requiring immense computational throughput such as dense
linear algebra and weak-scaling MD. Alas, such throughput-
based architectures are a mismatch to the challenge of breaking
the MD timescale barrier, which is a strong-scaling problem and
therefore extremely latency-sensitive. Our approach integrates
algorithms, software, and hardware to address the problem of
poor processor utilization induced by conventional architectures’
relatively high interprocessor communication costs. We demon-
strate revolutionary benefits both in terms of time to solution
and energy efficiency and do so fully independently of any
custom or domain-specific hardware. Our work prescribes a
radical path forward from exascale to the next era of extreme-
scale computing, in which applications whose performance
otherwise would stagnate can be accelerated. Future work will
focus on extending the strong-scaling efficiency demonstrated
here to facility-level deployments, potentially leading to an even
greater paradigm shift in the Top500 supercomputer list than
that introduced by the GPU revolution.
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